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Abstract 

Recommendation engines have, over the past decade, come to form key building blocks of 

business strategies in various consumer product businesses - e-commerce and video 

content distribution businesses, being the more prominent.  This paper highlights the 

relevance of recommendation engines in the TV / video content distribution world and the 

different techniques/approaches available.  An approach that uses Social Media footprints 

of users to generate personalized, relevant recommendations has been studied in depth 

and preferred in this paper. 

Keywords – Recommendation, Video, Broadcasting, Set-top Box 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Recommendation Engines – The what 

A recommendation engine, alternatively known as a recommender system is an 

information filtering mechanism that collects and analyses user behavior patterns to 

successfully predict the user’s preference for a product.  Recommender systems have been 

used in most consumer product businesses for a long time now – the simplest example 

being a paper questionnaire filled up by customers mentioning how much they liked or 

resented a particular brand of soap and why.  However, they are most useful in situations 

where the product vendor typically has a large bouquet of products to show-case and the 

customer has to choose from a large selection of products.  Examples in the physical world 

include a large shopping mall, while examples in the virtual world would be an e-commerce 

website or a TV programming / movie broadcaster or operator. 

1.2. Recommendation Engines – The why 

Recommendation engines in the TV programming world intend to help predict the likeliness 

of the user preferring a particular TV program / series / movie/ genre / actor etc.   

 Happier customers: An accurate recommendation engine can help guide the user to 

TV content that he/she might like to watch by providing him/her with program / 

movie suggestions.  The average TV programming and Video-on-Demand service 

provides the user with thousands of content options to choose from.  A market-

disruptive streaming service like Netflix provides the user with 150 million TV 

episode/movie options to pick from.  Helping the user choose a program from the 

available fare familiarizes and engages the user with the service, helps build user-

confidence and gives him/her a feeling of getting his/her money’s worth. 

 

 Better RoI for operators: The average MSO (multiple service operator) spends huge 

amounts of money buying TV program and movie content from broadcasters and 

production studios with the hope that it would help boost viewership and user-

base.  Sample this: A broadcaster in India recently signed an INR. 500 crore deal  
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with a production house for TV rights to a bouquet of movies starring a particular 

actor.  Netflix is estimated to spend upwards of $5 billion acquiring content each 

year.  It would be huge aid to these operators if a recommendation engine were 

able to predict what type of content would help them connect best with their 

target user-base. 

 

 Content  ‘Show-case’ : Recommendation suggestions enable MSOs / broadcasters 

to show-case content that has maximum probability of generating viewer ‘Buys’, 

driving up revenue, rather than waiting on the user to sift through all the available 

content and decide whether/what to buy.  In the TV programming world, this 

would be similar to e-commerce domain’s ‘Targeted advertisements’. 

 

2. Traditional Recommendation Engine Approaches 

2.1. Recommendation Engines – The how 

Traditional recommendation engines fall into two broad categories, based on the type of 

approach they take to ‘information filtering’. 

 Collaborative filtering: One of the earliest and common approaches, this method 

involves collecting, classifying and storing a large amount of information pertaining 

to behavior, activity and preferences of the entire user-base.  A particular user’s 

past preferences are then matched against the past preferences of other users 

from the database to discover patterns and ‘similars’ – users historically exhibiting 

similar taste.  Other items that the ‘similars’ prefer are then recommended to the 

user.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Content-based filtering: Available TV programming / movie video content is 

internally tagged with metadata that indicates the ‘type’ of the content.  The tags 

normally revolve around the actors starring in and the genre of the content.  For a 

particular user, the tags associated with programs/movies he/she has watched in 

the past are matched against the tags of all available TV programs / movies. 

Programs / movies having matching metadata are show-cased as recommendations 

to the user. 

  

 

If Viewer X watched 15 movies and rated them highly and Viewer Y from the 

database gave similar ratings to those 15 movies, both the viewers have 

similar tastes.  Pick up the remaining movies watched by Viewer Y and 

recommend them to Viewer X. 

If Viewer X watched 5 movies starring a particular actor or belonging to a 

particular genre, find movies from the same genre or starring the same actor 

and recommend them to Viewer X 
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2.2. Drawbacks of traditional Recommendation Engines 

Listed below are a few draw-backs observed on using leading recommendation engines 

developed using the aforementioned two approaches:  

 Collaborative filtering based engines require a large amount of user-behavior 

information to be able to provide recommendations with reasonable accuracy.  

Netflix’s recommendation engine is known to provide bright recommendations by 

delving into a database of billions of ratings, accumulated over years from their 

subscriber base of almost 60 million.  Such tranches of data can be available to 

well-entrenched players like Netflix alone and are not easy to come by for smaller 

players, drastically reducing accuracy of their recommendation engines. 

 

 Movielens is a leading recommendation engine that uses ‘active’ collaborative 

filtering.  A logged in user is prompted to select favorite movie categories and rate 

15-20 movie titles from those categories.  Further recommendations are provided 

based on the ratings.  While trying out Movielens, the author of this paper found 

that while being asked to rate 20 movies in quick succession, some of which he had 

watched years ago, there were instances of inaccurate ratings being submitted, 

resulting in inaccurate recommendations.  Other engines like Criticker tried to be 

more elaborate with the same approach but were seemingly counter-intuitive. 

 

 Content-based filtering depends to a great extent on the richness and accuracy of 

metadata associated with available TV programming/movie content.  To get 

accurate recommendations, it is required that the metadata available as part of the 

content go beyond the superficial ‘actor’ and ‘genre’ tags.  It needs to account for 

the story-line, scenes and other highlights of the content.  This might involve extra 

effort to intelligently parse the content’s descriptors like closed captions etc. and 

use the information to add ‘human-authored metadata’ to the video content. 

 

 The basic premise of both the approaches described in 2.1 uses the viewer’s past 

preferences to suggest what the viewer’s future choices could look like.  In doing 

so, they confine the recommendations to what is historically known about the user.  

They do not take into account dynamic changes in the user’s thought patterns. As 

an example : The viewer came across and immensely liked the trailer of a movie on 

a social media sharing site and went to town discussing it with friends – physical 

and virtual.  Traditional recommendation engines would miss this detail and forego 

what could have been a worthy movie recommendation suggestion. 
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3. Social Media Footprint-based Recommendations 

This approach involves following and using viewers’ social media foot-print to provide 

accurate recommendations regarding TV programming / movies.  

3.1. Social Media-footprint – A disruptive game changer 

 

 Social media has arguably been a game changer in recent years, impacting both 

personal and business choices. 

 A good percentage of TV viewers are social media users too 

 Interpreting a viewer’s social media foot-print provides inputs about all that 

happened in a viewer’s life.  It provides a window to the mood the viewer is in. 

 The viewer’s social media presence could provide valuable inputs as to what the 

viewer feels about, causes he/she cares for, interests and hobbies beyond his/her 

TV watching habits 

 Understanding the viewer’s social media connections could provide information 

regarding the viewer’s social circle and what is on their minds, the social 

conversations that the viewer is having.  Interpreting this could help track ‘social 

recommendations’ – content that the viewer is already being recommended to 

watch by his/her social circle. 

 Given the amount information that is available in a viewer’s social media-footprint, 

a recommendation engine could potentially interpret this ever-growing and ever-

changing data-mine to understand the viewer better and use this understanding to 

come up with recommendation suggestions that respond to the dynamic changes 

in the viewer’s life. 

3.2. Technology facilitators available 

API and SDK’s exposed by social media platforms can be leveraged in order to help track a 

viewer’s social media foot-print.  A couple of popular examples are:  

 Facebook API – Facebook API provide a mechanism to use the viewer’s Facebook 

login to get access to the user’s posts, friends, discussions etc.  Facebook still forms 

the dominant  

 Twitter API – Twitter API provide a mechanism to get access to the viewer’s tweets 

and social conversations. 
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3.3. High Level Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. High Level Architecture of Social Media Footprint based TV Recommendation Engine 

 

3.4. Deriving Recommendations from Social Media Pugmarks 

A few rules that can be used to implement ‘Social Media Footprint-based Filtering and 

Recommendation Engines’ are mentioned below.  These can further be extended. 

 Viewer moods: Social media sites like Facebook and Twitter are often used by users 

express how they ‘feel’.  This solution proposes a hybrid of Collaboration Filtering 

and Social Media-based Filtering to aggregate a database tracking the TV 

programming / movie choices made by users and co-relating them with their 

moods on social media when these choices were made.  This data can be used to 

build a pattern and suggest recommendations to a particular viewer whose mood 

and past viewing patterns matches ‘similars’ from the aggregated user-behavior 

database.   

 

 Social Recommendations: In the real world, people let their peers’ choices dictate 

theirs on a number of instances.  This rule leverages this truth in the social media 

world.  E.g. If a user’s friends watched a particular TV program / movie and liked it / 

talked about it on social media, it could be a ‘Recommend’ candidate for the user 

too.  This rule can be refined over a period of time to prioritize ‘social 

recommendations’ from certain virtual friends over others.  The higher priority 

ones could be the virtual friends the user ‘hangs out’ with more and therefore 

whose opinions he/she is more likely to accede to. 

 

 Things the viewer cares about: Instead of forcing the user to rate a bunch of 

programs like Movielens does, the proposed system would pick the  
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movies/programs/actors/genres liked by the user on social media websites to 

generate relevant recommendations. 

 

 Social Conversations / Viewer thinking aloud: The proposed recommendation 

engine would track social conversations involving the user and use the information 

to provide targeted relevant recommendations.  E.g. A social media post by the 

user ‘Hunger Games left the theatres.  I missed it’ could be archived by the 

recommendation engine.  Later, when ‘Hunger Games’ would be available as part 

of the operator’s movie catalog, it could form a worthy recommendation to the 

user. 

 

 Currently trending: Currently trending social media discussion points (Twitter 

handles / Facebook discussion topics) could be used to fuel recommendations. 

 

3.5.  Sample Sequence Flow of ‘FB post to Recommendation’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Sample Flow demonstrating translation of a Social Media post to a TV Recommendation 
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4. Conclusion 

The recommendation engine solution described here intends to leverage something that is 

ominous in today’s digital world – a Social Media Foot-print, to provide recommendations 

that would be of maximum relevance to the TV viewer.  In doing so, it attempts to tide over 

some of the disadvantages of sticking solely to the traditional recommender system 

approaches.  Given, the relative novelty of this approach, it might be prudent to start off by 

integrating such a ‘Social Media Footprint-based filtering system’ with existing traditional 

approaches to form a hybrid recommendation engine (Refer Section 3.3).  As the approach 

matures and scales up, the rules mentioned in Section 3.4 can be extended.  A 

recommendation engine that would ‘learn and adapt’ from its knowledge-base would be 

the dream of any TV programming/video vendor. 
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